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Abstract
Using techniques of geometric quantization and SO0(3,2)-coherent states, a notion of
optimal localization on phase space is defined for the quantum theory of a massive and
spinning particle in anti-de Sitter spacetime. We show that this notion disappears in the
zero curvature limit, providing one with a concrete example of the regularizing character of
the constant (nonzero) curvature of the anti-de Sitter spacetime. As a byproduct a geometric
characterization of masslessness is obtained.
The present contribution is based on a joint work with Stephan De Bi_vre (see references
quoted below).
1 Introduction
It is a well known fact that the Poincar_! group, T_+(3, 1), the kinematical group of Minkowski
spacetime, can be obtained by means of a contraction from the anti-de Sitter (ADS) group,
SO0(3,2), the kinematical group of anti-de Sitter spacetime. The contraction parameter is the
constant positive curvature _ of the anti-de Sitter spacetime. This contraction procedure is
thus nothing but a zero curvature limit. According to this fact, one would like to approximate
"P+_(3, l)-invariant theories by SO0(3,2)-invariant ones, hoping that such approximations give
rise to regularized relativistic theories [1] [2]. Indeed, the nonzero curvature equips the AdS
theories with a lengthlike parameter, which is actually the source of the sought regularizations.
Up to now, this very stimulating idea has not been fully exploited, though it has received a
large amount of attention for its potential implications in the context of quantum field theories.
The main drawback of the known approaches arises from the emphasis made on the spacetime
or the momentum space realizations of those theories. Indeed, it is a known fact that such
realizations, in both Poincar_ and AdS cases, lack of a natural notion _ofl6calization. More-
over the modulus of the wave functions corresponding to the one particle quantum states of a
Poincar_, as well as an AdS, free massive theory can not be interpreted, in those realizations, as
a probability distribution. The regularizing role of _ is thus not effective for such realizations.
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In this short contribution we propose the phase space realization as the regularizing alter-
native. In fact, for the case of a free massive spinning particle in AdS spacetime, the phase
space is a K_hler SO0(3,2) homogeneous space, whose (geometric) quantization gives rise to a
discrete series representation of SO0(3,2). The latter is known to be a square integrable rep-
resentation, so its Hilbert space contains a particular family of quantum states: the coherent
states. A natural notion of localization is attached to these states. They are optimally localized
states in phase space. Moreover the modulus of the wave functions of the quantum states in
this realization can be actually interpreted as a probability distribution.
Here we exhibit the explicit form of these coherent states and we show how their physical
interpretation arises. We also stress the disappearance of this notion of localization in the
flat space limit, confirming the effectiveness of the regularizing character of t_. We proceed as
follows, tn section 2 we describe the classical theory, in order to fix both the notations and the
physical interpretations. In section 3, the quantum theory is obtained through the application
of geometric quantization, then the explicit form and the zero curvature limit of the optimally
localized states is given. Section 4 contains a brief discussion of a geometric characterization
of masslessness as it arises from the description of section 2. For more details we refer to the
papers [3], [4], [5] and [6].
2 The classical theory
The phase space description of the classical theory of a spin s and mass m :_ 0 free particle
in AdS spacetime finds its best formulation within the scheme developped by Souriau [7]. The
latter construction starts with the determination of an evolution space, ,,_,s(E_ ,wE), which is a
presymplectic manifold (w E is a closed but degenerate 2-form), with a projection on the AdS
spacetime of constant curvature x, M_. The symmetries of M_ are helpful guides in doing so.
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In fact, M_ is just the one sheeted hyperboloi'd in (RS,_), whith diag 7/= (--+++),
y. y = rl_yC, yZ = _(y5)2 _ (yo)2 4- (yl)_ + (y_):_ 4- (y3)2 = __-2 (2.1)
a.O E {5,0,1,2,3}. Clearly, O(3,2) is the isometry group of (2.1), its connected component to
the identity. SO0(3,2), is the so-called AdS group.
We choose for E_" the SOo(3,2)-principal homogeneous space, E_ 's _ $0o(3,2), realized
through the following SOo(3,2)-invariant constraints in R 25 (five copies of (R 5, 7/)),
y.y = -_-_, q.q= -m 2, u.u = 1, v.v = 1 and t.t = m_s 2, (2.2a
y • q = 0 = all the other scalar products (2.2b
rrl2$
e_,_o_,y°q_u'_vPt _ - and ySqO_ yOqS > 0. (2.2c)
The physical interpretation of the coordinates (y,q.u,v,t) is then as follows: in (2.2a) y is the
position on the hyperboloid (2.1), q is its conjugate momentum, t is what_ve call the AdS-Pauli-
Lubanski vector. The remaining five-vectors u and v are introduced in order to have a covariant
description of E_ 's,i.e. E_ 's _ SO0(3,2). They shall represent the spin part in the quantum
theory. The two last constraints (2.2b-c) are needed in order to fix an orientation.
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The choice of,.,E is constrained by the requirement that the projection on M_ of each integral
curve of the completely integrable distribution generated by ker_z E in E_", results in a time-like
geodesic of M_, i.e. the dynamic of the theory is obtained from ker,,) E. Such an _E is provided
by,
tzr = dy A dq + s du A dr. (2.3)
This choice is not unique but it fulfils the above dynamic generating requirement. The phase
space of the theory, 'v'_'_ " ra,s _E)" It ears,_ ,w_), is obtained by symplectic reduction of (E_ , app
for m 5g s, to be the SOo(3,2) symplectic homogeneous space S0o(3,2)/S0(2) x SO(2). For
, E ra'* _symmetry reasons ,i.e. obvious action of SOo(3,2) on E_m'' we use ( _ , E, as the arena for
the forthcoming constructions. The special case m_ = s is discussed in section 4.
In order to carry out the zero curvature limit in a meaningful way, we introduce a new set
of coordinates on E_"'. This is the set of four-vectors (z,p,a,b,s). Interpreted in the same way
as the five-vectors (y,q, u, v,t), they are related to the latters through the following equations,
ys= Ycos_;z0, y0= Ysin_z0 and zT= £', (2.4a)
where -rr _< _z °_< r, _E R 3 and Y = V/_ -_+ (._)_; and
q . dy = g_,_p_dz _, u . dy = g_,_aUdz v, v . dy = g_,_b_'dz _ and l . dy = g_,_sUdx _. (2.4b)
Here g_,_ is the metric of M_ for the global coordinates (z°,£) and #,v E {0,1,2,3}. The zero
curvature limit ofg,_ is just the flat Minkowski metric. The constraints (2.2a-c) translated in
terms of the new coordinates become,
g_,_pUp_ = _m 2, g_,_a,a _ = 1, gu_b_'b _ : 1 and g_,_s_'s_ = rrt2s 2, (2.5a)
g,_p_'s _ = 0 = all the other scalar products of the subset (p,a,b,s), (2.5b)
e_,_x6paa_b_s _ = m_s and p0 > 0. (2.5c)
The physical interpretation of the above constraints can now be confirmed by their zero curvature
limits.
3 The quantum theory and the optimal localization
The methods of geometric quantization allow one to quantize the classical theory described
above [8]. In other words, using those methods one is able to construct the unitary irre-
ducible representation of SO0(3,2) associated to the coadjoint orbit of SOo(3, 2) for which the
phase space _"_ is a covering. Exploiting the principal bundle structure E_ 's =" $0o(3,2)
S0o(3,2)/S0(2) x SO(2) = E_ ,theprequantum Hilbert space, H, is realized as follows,
(3.1)
Here d#_ 's is the invariant measure on E_ 's and Ys0 and ]'12 are the left invariant vector
fields generating ker,%. Since E_ '_ _ SO0(3,2), there exists a natural action of SO0(3,2)
in L2(E_",d_'_"). This yields the left regular representation of S0o(3,2). The latter restricts
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ito a unitary (reducible) representation in 7"/, i.e. the representation of SOo(3, 2) induced by the
character e'(_ _+_') of SO(2) x SO(2). Indeed, this holds provided "1 and s are both integers.
There actually exists a positive invariant K _hlerian polarization of v'_"-, allowing one to select
in 7-/an invariant subspace 7"f_ . The restriction of the previous unitary representation to the
latter gives rise to a unitary irreducible representation of SO0(3,2). Concretely,
7"[_"= {g, ET"_lZ, g,= O, iE {1,2,3} et _¢= 0}; (3.2)
where Z, = Yoi + iY, s, i E {1,2,3} and -': = )_a+ iY31. The Y,,_'s are the left invariant vector
fields. The way one obtains the unitary irreducible representation carried by "H_ 's is known in the
mathematic litterature as the holomorphic induction, it yields the disrete series representation
of SO0(3,2) with highest weight (re,s). (A necessary condition for the unitarity is _-- > s.)
The quantum states of the theory are representated by well defined wave functions belonging
t)2,$
to H_ . The physical interpretation of their modulus as probability distributions on E_ '_ is
fl2,5
also well defined. The particular states belonging to the orbit, O_o C 7"/,, , of the unitary
representation of S0o(3, 2) passing through the highest weight state ¢P0 possess many interesting
properties [9]. These states, which are nothing but the generalized coherent states of SO0(3,2),
are in a natural way optimally localized in phase space. In fact, by construction they are labeled
by points w E E_ 's, specifying them through the equations,
(3.3)
here the Loz's are the classical observables and the ],aZ's are their quantum counterparts.
The determination through (3.3) of the ten L_o(w) specifies in fact uniquely the leave of the
distribution kerw E passing through w. Thus by symplectic reduction a unique point _," E w,,_,s
is specified by (3.3). The state _w is then said to be localized in _v E _ . Moreover, since
the coherent states minimize the incertainty relations associated to the commutation relations
of the Log's, this notion of localization is then optimal.
The optimally localized states are given by the following formula,
Here (z,s ¢) -- w are the complex coordinates of E_ '_ associated to (he K_ihlerian polarization,
the)' are related to the coordinates given in (2.2) through the transformations z = K y -im -1 q
and ( = u-iv.
The zero curvature limit of these states is as follows,
lim _,,,_,(z,_) = m 2p%(fi - fi')e , (3.5)
where _u = a, - ib u, p E {0,1,2,3}. Clearly, these states are no longer optimally local-
ized. They are completely delocalized in position (z), perfectly localized in momentum (p) and
still optimally localized in spin (_). This zero curvature behaviour supports the regularization
argument stressed in the introduction. In fact one can consider the AdS states in (3.4) as
regularizations of the (generalized) Poincar_ states in (3.5).
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4 Remarks on masslessness
When evaluating ker_ E in section 2 two possibilities actually arises. Either m_ = s or m _ s.
We have dealt here and in [3], [4] and [5] only with the second case, which corresponds to a
massive elementary system. In fact, when -_ _ s dimkerwr = 2 and then dimE_ "s = 8, since
_,_'_"_'"=_ E_"/ker_. This eight dimensional phase space becomes in the zero curvature limit
an eight dimensional Poincar_ (79r+(3,1)) phase space [4] [5]. It is well known [7] that only
the massive (m _ 0) and spinning (s _ 0) free particles on Minkowski spacetime have their
dynamics described by an eight dimensional _r+(3,1)-invariant phase space. This confirms the
fact that the AdS systems for which _ :_ s describe massive AdS elementary systems.
The situation is different when m = s. Actually, in this case dim kerw s = 4 and then
dim v,n,, = 6. The limiting theory is clearly no longer the (m _ 0,s _ 0) 79+T(3 1)-invariant one
(the limiting phase space is also six dimensional). The known six dimensional 91(3, 1)-invariant
phase spaces are those associated to the (m = O,s _ 0) and (m _ O,s = 0) free particles
on Minkowski spacetime. Since the contraction SO0(3,2) --_ 79_+(3,1) preserves the SO0(3.1)
Lorentz subgroup, the spin part is not altered in the zero curvature limit. Hence, the obvious
candidate for the limiting theory is the (m = O,s _ 0) 79T+(3,1)-invariant system. Thus, the
AdS systems such that m = s describe massless AdS elementary systems. A deeper analysis of
this phenomenon is addressed elsewhere [6]. There one can find a more rigorous treatment.
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